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Abstract—We present active, telecom-wavelength compatible
THz components with enhanced performance by introducing
ErAs precipitates. First, we review how an ErAs monolayer
in between p-i-n diodes enables serial connection of these
diodes, reducing the total capacitance and thus decoupling the
existing trade-off between RC- and transit time roll-off. In the
second part of the paper, latest results with ErAs:In(Al)GaAs
photoconductive devices are shown. Continous-wave (CW)
receivers show an almost flat frequency response up to 0.5 THz
with a noise equivalent power (NEP) of 20±10 fW/Hz. Under
pulsed operation, we achieved 40 dB dynamic range at 4.1 THz
with a system only using ErAs:In(Al)GaAs photoconductors as
source and receiver.
©2018 IEEE. Published version at:
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/abstract/document/8454690
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Photomixers operated at 1550 nm are important devices
for both spectroscopic applications [1], [2] and communication technology [3]–[5]. Under continuous-wave (CW) operation, photomixers absorb an optical beat note between
two continuous-wave (CW) lasers that run with a difference
frequency of the desired THz signal. They generate a photocurrent containing the beat frequency and are typically attached
to an on-chip antenna in order to radiate the THz signal.
For pulsed operation, a single pulsed laser (typ. < 100 fs),
covering several THz bandwidth acts like an optical hammer
stroke, generating a photocurrent with a large bandwidth that
is, similar to CW, radiated by an antenna. For spectroscopy,

photomixing systems offer extreme bandwidths in the range of
several THz for both pulsed and CW operation. For communication applications, a fast photodiode is required to convert the
data encoded on an optical carrier to an electrical signal for
further data processing. For mm-wave or THz wireless communication applications, photomixers are further employed to
generate the WiFi signal. Many efforts are currently undertaken to generate high bit rate communication systems that
operate at carrier frequencies beyond 100 GHz, exploring yet
unused telecom bands [6], [7]. A key requirement for such
applications are efficient photonic sources and receivers. In this
paper we address two photonic concepts for THz generation
and detection that utilize ErAs precipitates in order to enhance
the materials properties tailored to THz performance.
II. T HE N - I - PN - I - P SUPERLATTICE PHOTOMIXER
Typical p-i-n diode based photomixer concepts, such as
uni travelling carrier diodes, have to trade-off above a few
100 GHz between transit-time and RC performance: while
3dB
the transit time roll-off 3dB frequency (ftr
) scales with the
−1
inverse of the transport layer length (li ), the RC roll-off 3
3dB
dB frequency (fRC
), however, scales with the transport layer
length, li . The transit time can be reduced by using quasiballistic transport [8], which allows average velocities up to
5 × 107 cm/s for InGaAs. This implies at best a maximum
3dB
transport layer length of 250 nm for a ftr
of 1 THz. At
the same time, transport layers longer than 900 nm for diodes
with a cross-section in the range of 15-20 µm2 are required to
3dB
push the fRC
frequency towards 1 THz for a typical antenna
radiation resistance of 70 Ω. Lower diode cross sections allow
for shifting the RC 3 dB frequency to higher values, however,
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also limit the maximum optical power to be used for the device. The n-i-pn-i-p superlattice concept overcomes this tradeoff by stacking a number of N p-i-n diodes and reducing the
3dB
total capacitance by CSL = Cpin /N without affecting ftr
.
An additional np junction forms between subsequent periods.
This np junction has to feature a very low serial resistance
for preventing accumulation of photogenerated carriers that
would result in a flat band condition without any further
functionality. These recombination diodes are achieved by
introducing 1.2-1.7 monolayers (ML) of semi-metallic ErAs
between the highly doped n and p layers [9]. Further details
on InGaAs n-i-pn-i-p superlattice photomixers are found in
[10]. For highest THz power levels in the range of 1 µW
at 1 THz, these devices are operated with several 100 mW
of laser power [10]. Such power levels are generally too high
for communication applications where power levels below 100
mW are used. Fig. 1 shows the THz power emitted by a
three period n-i-pn-i-p superlattice photomixer at an optical
power of 95 mW, resulting in a photocurrent of 4 mA. At such
low photocurrent, the THz power is about 1 µW at 0.5 THz,
corrected for the reflection of the silicon lens. The device is
illuminated from the top, resulting in a total absorption of only
about 15% of the laser power. Waveguide-integration [3], [11]
would be a solution to increase the photocurrent by absorbing
the laser signal along the structure, therefore reducing the
required power level by a factor of 5-7, depending on the
waveguide coupling losses.
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Fig. 1. Emitted power of a three period n-i-pn-i-p superlattice photomixer.

III. E R A S :I N G A A S PHOTOCONDUCTIVE RECEIVERS ,
CONTINUOUS - WAVE OPERATION
CW systems employing photoconductive receivers allow
for homodyne detection with excelling low noise equivalent
power at room temperature. For detection, these devices mix
an incident laser beam, PL (t) = cos ωt that was used at
the source side for THz generation with the received THz
field, ET Hz (t) = cos(ωt + ϕ), where ω is the angular
THz frequency and ϕ is a phase acquired by a path length
difference between source and receiver path. The laser beam

Fig. 2. a) typical cross section of an ErAs:InGaAs photoconductive receiver.
The distance between the ErAs clusters along growth direction is 10 nm.
The total thickness of the superlattice structure is 1 µm. b) a typical sample
structure for ErAs:In(Al)GaAs sources. The InGaAs layers are 15 nm wide,
the InAlAs layers are 3 nm wide (in total).

can be considered as a local oscillator that is mixed with
the received THz field. Simply speaking, the mixing process
generates a DC current that is ID ∼ cos ωt cos(ωt + ϕ) =
0.5[cos ϕ + cos(2ωt + ϕ)]. The first term is a DC component
that can be read out by post detection electronics, the second
term is irrelevant for the detection process. A key problem
at 1550 nm is designing a material that permits efficient
operation at this long wavelength. For interband absorption,
a band gap of about 0.8 eV is required, about a factor of 1.75
smaller than for 800 nm, where low temperature grown (LTG)
GaAs is a well established photoconductive material. There
are several challenges [12]: (i) a photoconductive detector
requires high (illuminated) resistance, R ∼ 10 kΩ, in order
to limit thermal noise generated bypthe device. The thermal
noise current is given√by IN =
4kB T /R. The intrinsic
carrier density, ni = NV NA exp [−EG /(kB T )], and thus
the background conductivity even of undoped materials is
exponentially higher with smaller band gap. As an example,
for intrinsic GaAs, nGaAs
= 2.1 · 106 /cm3 [13] while for
i
In0.53 Ga0.47 As, a typical telecom material, it is more than five
orders of magnitude higher with nInGaAs
= 6.3 · 1011 /cm3
i
[13]. A low carrier lifetime, τrec , may aid to reduce the free
carrier density by trapping thermally activated carriers. (ii)
It is further necessary to reduce  the effect of the lifetime
−1
roll-off ηLT = 1 + (2πτrec f )2
[10], where f is the
THz frequency. A particular problem for InGaAs is that most
established traps, such as arsenic clusters by low temperature
growth, ion-implanted material [14] or ErAs [12] is that the
location of the trap states are close to the conduction band
edge or even within the conduction band. Due to their fairly
high density of states, the trap centers then increase the carrier
concentration in the conduction band. Further, trapped carriers
are quickly thermally reactivated, increasing the conductivity
and the effective carrier lifetime. Most concepts therefore use
heavy p-doping to push the Fermi level of the trap states closer
to the band gap center. (iii) Last but not least, photoconductive
detectors require high carrier mobility, µ, in order to generate
a large detected current, ID ∼ enopt µET Hz , where ET Hz
is the received THz field strength at the photoconductive
gap and nopt ∼ PL (t) is the amount of carriers generated
by the incident laser beam. Unfortunately, trapping centers
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Fig. 3. NEP recorded with a Golay cell as reference power meter. The inset
shows the device integrated with a silicon lens.

that are necessary for engineering the low lifetime are also
excellent scattering centers, reducing the carrier mobility.
Therefore, detector design requires a compromise between
these aspects. We have recently shown that ErAs:In(Al)GaAs
photoconductors are excellently suited for THz generation and
detection in CW operation with a peak dynamic range of 78
dB and an (extrapolated) bandwidth of about 3.65 THz [12]. A
cross section of the receiver material is illustrated in Fig. 2 a).
The device consists of a superlattice of 10 nm In0.53 Ga0.47 As
and δp-doped 0.8 ML ErAs. The ErAs forms quasi-metallic
precipitates that act as efficient recombination centers. Deltap-doping around the ErAs layer improves the resistance of the
device to values around 5-6 kΩ under illumination with 26
mW laser power. The dark resistance is orders of magnitude
higher. The devices use two fingers at each electrode with a
width of wE = 1.1 µm and a spacing of the fingers of 1.9
µm. Fig. 3 shows the noise equivalent power of the device
with 26 mW laser power. The THz power of a n-i-pn-i-p
superlattice photomixer was focused by two TPX lenses on
a Golay cell detector or the photoconductor, respectively. The
Golay cell was recently calibrated to a Thomas Keating power
meter. We allow for a power calibration error of 50% since
Golay cell responsivities may vary with temperature, pressure
or the way how the Golay cell is mounted in the system.
The NEP is fairly flat up to about 500 GHz where the room
temperature NEP is as low as 20±10 fW/Hz and increases
towards higher frequencies. Also included in the graph is
a fit with the calculated RC 3 dB frequency of 620 GHz,
assuming a constant radiation resistance of the logarithmic
spiral antenna of 70Ω while the capacitance was calculated
from geometry, and a lifetime 3 dB frequency of 305 GHz
due to the carrier lifetime of 0.52 ps obtained by optical
pump-probe measurements. The amplitude is fitted. While the
general agreement is fairly good, the measured graph remains
flatter at frequencies below 500 GHz and shows a steeper
increase at higher frequencies. Deviations from the calculated
behavior may have several origins: (i) the capacitance of the
finger structure is calculated using Eq. (1) from ref. [15]
which is very accurate for a large amount of fingers, where
fringing fields at the boundary of the structure play only a

IV. E R A S :I N (A L )G A A S PHOTOCONDUCTORS , PULSED
OPERATION

ErAs:In(Al)GaAs photoconductors are also well suited for
pulsed systems, both as source and receiver. Fig. 2 b) illustrates
a typical source structure with a superlattice of 90 layers of
15 nm InGaAs, 1.5 nm p-InAlAs, 0.8 ML δp doped ErAs, 1.5
nm p-InAlAs. The largest bandwidth obtained so far is 6.5
THz [18] by using a 25 µm slotline with a sample structure
as shown in Fig. 2 b) as source and a 25 µm H-dipole with
a gap of 5 µm as receiver with a sample structure as shown
in Fig. 2 a). Fig. 4 (top) shows a spectrum obtained with the
same receiver as in ref. [18] and a 35 µm slotline as source,
averaged over 2000 traces. The DC bias field strength is 60
kV/cm. The source laser power is 45 mW and the receiver
laser power is 16 mW. The peak dynamic range at 600 GHz
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minor role. It may deviate for the structure used here. (ii)
Another, potentially more relevant reason is alignment. Due to
the diffraction limit and Airy effects by the finite size of the
integrated silicon lens and the TPX lenses used in the setup,
the position of the focal spot is slightly frequency-dependent,
resulting in imperfect beam propagation at frequencies far
away from the frequency where the system was aligned.
For the shown measurement, the system was aligned at 500
GHz. (iii) the carrier lifetime is determined from pumpprobe measurements [16]. Though this type of measurement is
well established, it rather measures the carrier concentration,
nopt (t) rather than the AC conductivity, σ(t) = enopt (t)µ(t)
which is relevant for the detection process. In particular, the
carrier mobility will not be constant in the low field regime
where the measurements take place [17].
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Fig. 4. a) Spectrum obtained with a 35 µm slotline as source and a 25 µm
H-dipole as receiver. b) spectrum of a 15 µm slotline source, normalized to
that of a 35 µm slotline source and a 25 µm slotline source. The solid lines
are sliding averages for better visibility.

is 87 dB at these settings. At 4.1 THz, the system still offers
40 dB. The bandwidth is greater than 6 THz. Fig. 4 (bottom)
shows the comparison of the output power of a 15 µm slotline
normalized to that of the 35 µm slotline or a 25 µm slotline.
While the 35 µm (25 µm) antenna shows 6 dB (3 dB) higher
output around the peak frequency of 600 GHz, the 15 µm
antenna shows slightly improved bandwidth and about 2.4 dB
(1.8 dB) higher dynamic range beyond 4 THz. The antenna
length can therefore be used for fine-tuning the emission
spectra.
V. C ONCLUSION AND O UTLOOK
We have shown three examples of high performance materials for THz applications that use ErAs quasi-metallic
inclusions. In all three cases, the ErAs precipitates act as efficient recombination centers for free carriers. For continuouswave photomixing, the n-i-pn-i-p superlattice concept employs
ErAs within a highly doped np junction as low resistance
recombination diode between two subsequent p-i-n diode THz
sources, connected in series, reaching about 1µW of power
at 500 GHz with only 4 mA photocurrent. The current main
limitation is poor optical coupling by vertical illumination.
Waveguide-integration will increase the absorption by 5-7
times. In terms of photoconductive materials, the ErAs precipitates are implemented as carrier trapping centers, lowering
the carrier lifetime to 0.52 ps. Continuous-wave receivers show
a NEP of 20±10 pW/Hz at 0.5 THz. In pulsed systems,
ErAs:In(Al)GaAs devices are employed as both source and
receiver. We have compared different antenna designs for
optimization of bandwidth at the cost of dynamic range at
the peak value.
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